COOPERATIVES ALL OVER THE COUNTRY GOING THE EXTRA MILE TO
SERVE THEIR MEMBERS AND COMMUNITIES AMIDST COVID-19
PANDEMIC: REPORTS FROM THE NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
#CoopsAgainstCovid19
CAMELLA 2D MPC DISPLAYS BAYANIHAN IN TIMES OF CRISIS
Who do we turn to in times of crisis? A question we often ask ourselves when
confronted with an imminent threat. A certain cooperative dared to defy the odds.
The Camella 2-D Multi-Purpose Cooperative answered the call by providing aid
to their members and community. Armed only with a sense of bayanihan, they
distributed snacks to the frontliners in Ospital ng Muntinlupa, 4 kilos of rice to tricycle
drivers and nearby communities and 3 kilos of rice for every member of the
cooperative.
To date, the cooperative is still finding ways to contribute more to the
community. As aptly stated by Coretta Scott King, "(t)he greatness of a community is

most accurately measured by the compassionate actions of its members."

CAMELLA 2-D MULTI-PURPOSE COOPERATIVE is located in Venezia street,
Camella Homes 2D, Putatan, Muntinlupa City.
Its officers are in constant
communication to determine other methods by which it can help its members and
communities. By: SKS

Distribution of snacks for our frontliners in the Ospital
ng Muntinlupa, Asian Hospital, and in Purok 1, Bayanan

Distribution of 4 kilos of rice to tricycle drivers from nearby
communities (16 drivers total) and 3 kls to the members of the
cooperative

TUPMMPC GIVES BACK TO THE FRONTLINERS, COMMUNITY
The “LINGAP TULONG SA MGA MAMAMAYAN NG BARANGAY SA
PAKIKIPAGLABAN SA COVID-19” is an activity undertaken by the TUP Manila MultiPurpose Cooperative (TUPMMPC). The said activity is the cooperative’s way of
fighting the pandemic through donations of relief goods, such as cupcakes and
noodles, to the identified barangays located along the parameters of TUP, and to the
TUP Janitorial & Security Agency. The TUPMMPC Board of Directors and Management,
headed by Professor Lyndon Bague, led the distribution of relief goods to Barangays
659 Zone 71, 660 Zone 71, 691 Zone 71 and to all TUP Janitors & Security Guards.

The spirit of cooperativism will certainly make a difference in the fight against
COVID-19. Truly, “(o)nly by giving are you able to receive more than you
already have.” Jim Rohn By: SKS

PFTMPC CONDUCTS DISINFECTION OF PARANAQUE’S FISH PORT
Due to the imminent threat of the pandemic due to COVID-19, cooperatives in
Paranaque Fisherman’s Wharf, otherwise known as “Bulungan”, routinely conduct
disinfection of their surroundings. Spearheaded by the Paranaque Fish Traders MultiPurpose Cooperative, together with UMSCPFW, they regularly disinfect the area after
operating hours. Likewise, in adherence to the directives of the DENR, CENRO and
City Health Office, they also conduct at least twice a week flushing of the Bulungan.
According to Ms. Ning Eusebio,“Because the operation of PFW Cooperatives is

primarily concentrated to agriculture-fish products, and is essential to the needs of
the people, it is our social responsibility to heed and adhere with the government’s
call to fight COVID-19 by doing these activities just to ensure the safeness and
cleanliness of products being transported to PFW.”

While ensuring the continuous operations of fish and shellfish trading, the
cooperatives strictly follow the guidelines set forth by the IATF in serving the general
public and their members. By: SKS

